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Abstract—This paper reports on the temperature-dependent
electrical resistivity and piezoresistive characteristics of borondoped ultrananocyrstalline diamond (UNCD) and the fabrication
of piezoresistive microcantilevers using boron-doped and undoped
UNCD. The devices consist of 1-µm-thick doped UNCD on either
1- or 2-µm-thick undoped UNCD. The electrical resistivity of
doped UNCD is 0.1 Ω · cm at room temperature, which is five
orders of magnitude smaller than the electrical resistivity of undoped UNCD. Over the temperature range of 25 ◦ C–200 ◦ C, the
doped UNCD has a temperature coefficient of electrical resistance
of (−1.4 × 10−3 ) per ◦ C. The doped UNCD exhibits a significant
piezoresistive effect with a gauge factor of 7.53 ± 0.32 and a
piezoresistive coefficient of 8.12 × 10−12 Pa−1 at room temperature. The piezoresistive properties of UNCD are constant over
the temperature range of 25 ◦ C–200 ◦ C. Microcantilevers having a
length of 300 µm have a deflection sensitivity of 0.186 mΩ/Ω per
micrometer of cantilever end deflection. These measurements of
electrical and piezoresistive properties of doped UNCD could aid
the design of future diamond microsystems.
[2010-0020]
Index Terms—Diamond, microcantilever, piezoresistivity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

IEZORESISTIVE microcantilevers have been used in both
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and biochemical detection [1]–[3]. In a piezoresistive cantilever, cantilever deflection
is sensed via strain-dependent cantilever electrical resistance
[4], [5]. Most piezoresistive microdevices have been based
on silicon because of the large piezoresistive effect in doped
silicon and well-established silicon fabrication processes. The
disadvantages of silicon piezoresistive cantilevers are that silicon is not biocompatible, it does not dissolve in water and
aqueous solutions, and its piezoresistive coefficient is strongly
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temperature dependent [6], [7]. Recent advances in chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) diamond film technology have shown
diamond to be an attractive alternative to silicon for microsystem applications [8]–[10]. Diamond is chemically stable, and
it has a biochemical compatibility that exceeds that of silicon
[11]. This paper reports on the piezoresistive cantilevers that are
fabricated entirely out of doped and insulating CVD diamond
films.
Ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD) is a polycrystalline
diamond material with a very high structural uniformity that results from a small grain size, which is around 2–5 nm [12]. Unlike microcrystalline diamond, which can be highly graphitic,
UNCD is 95% or more sp3 bonded, which gives it chemical,
mechanical, and electrical properties that are close to those of
bulk diamond [13], [14]. The electrical properties of UNCD can
be modulated via doping [15], with electrical resistivity that
can be controlled over five orders of magnitude. UNCD films
can be synthesized at temperatures that are as low as 400 ◦ C,
while film thickness can vary from several nanometers to tens of
micrometers [16], [17]. Published works on the characterization
of UNCD films report on the mechanical [13] and thermal [18]
properties at room temperature. However, little work has been
published on the temperature dependence of UNCD properties.
In particular, temperature-dependent electrical resistivity has
not been reported for doped UNCD.
Polycrystalline diamond has been used for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), including piezoresistive [19]
and chemical sensors [20]. Piezoresistive microcantilevers have
been made from polycrystalline [21] and highly oriented diamond [22]. Typically, a thin layer of diamond is deposited
on top of silicon and is then patterned in desired regions.
Silicon is then etched away to produce released membranes
or cantilevers [23]. The integrated piezoresistive elements can
be fabricated by selective boron doping. While most published
works on diamond microcantilevers have focused on diamond
integration onto a silicon element, some works have been published on an all-diamond piezoresistive microcantilever from
microcrystalline diamond [21], [22]. Atomic force microscope
cantilevers made entirely from insulating UNCD have also
been reported [24]. However, no published article reports on
the integration of doped UNCD with undoped UNCD into
a functional microelectromechanical device. Furthermore, the
piezoresistive effect in doped UNCD and its dependence on
temperature remain unexplored.
The piezoresistive sensitivity of a microcantilever can be
characterized by the gauge factor K, defined in terms of the
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measured resistance change ΔR, unstrained device resistance
R, and applied strain ε as
K=

ΔR 1
.
R ε

(1)

The gauge factors are direction dependent, with longitudinal
KL and transverse KT piezoresistive effects observed when
the current is parallel and perpendicular to the applied stress,
respectively. KL for diamond has been measured in the range
of 2–1000 [19], [25], while KT is only a fraction of that
value [19], [26]. In general, piezoresistivity in polycrystalline
diamond greatly depends on the doping concentration [19],
[25], [27], [28], temperature [19], [25], [29], and grain size [21],
[28]. Despite the progress in the characterization of diamond
and diamond-based structures, no published work reports on
the gauge factor of piezoresistive UNCD cantilevers.
This paper reports on the integration of undoped and
doped UNCDs into an all-diamond MEMS, investigates on
the piezoresistive effect in these UNCD microcantilevers, and
reports on the gauge factor of the UNCD material as well as
cantilever deflection sensitivity measurements of up to 200 ◦ C.
Temperature-dependent resistivity in the same temperature
range is measured to complete the analysis.
II. FABRICATION
Fig. 1(a) shows the cantilever design concept for a piezoresistive UNCD microcantilever, where the cantilever consists
of a layer of doped conducting UNCD layer on top of nonconducting undoped UNCD. A layer of silicon dioxide isolates
the undoped UNCD from the silicon handle wafer. Fig. 1(b)
also shows the finite element analysis of the cantilever, described later in the paper. We consider four different cantilever
designs and cantilever thicknesses of either 2 or 3 μm, resulting
in a total of eight device types. Thinner cantilevers are composed of a 1-μm-thick doped UNCD on top of a 1-μm undoped
UNCD, while the 3-μm-thick devices have a 1-μm-thick doped
UNCD on top of a 2-μm-thick undoped UNCD. This two-layer
heterostructure of conducting UNCD on insulating UNCD
enables the cantilever to have an electrical resistance change
with cantilever deflection. The cantilevers vary in length from
300 μm to 400 μm and have a notch that extends 1/3 or 2/3 of
the length, starting from the cantilever substrate. The notched
region is referred to as the “leg,” while the rest of the cantilever
is the “tip.”
Fig. 2 shows the cantilever fabrication process, which starts
with a diamond-on-insulator wafer having either a 2- or a 3-μmthick UNCD device bilayer, depending on the cantilever type
being made. The UNCD is grown onto a 1-μm-thick silicon
dioxide layer on top of a 400-μm-thick silicon handle wafer.
The UNCD film was deposited using hot-filament CVD with
methane/hydrogen chemistry and a 5% CH4 /H2 gas mixture.
The boron-doped UNCD was synthesized by adding trimethylboron [B(CH3 )3 ] as a source gas, with a boron-to-carbon ratio
of 1/330, which is inclusive of both carbon-containing source
gasses.
We conducted four-point probe measurements on both the
undoped and doped UNCD films using an Accent HL5500PC

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic view of an all-diamond cantilever with doped and
insulated UNCD layers for the measurement of the piezoresistive effect in
UNCD. (b) Finite element simulation mesh showing the “leg” and “tip” regions
used in the analysis of the piezoresistive effect. The probe location and applied
displacement δ are shown at the cantilever free end. The resistance R is
obtained using ANSYS electrothermal simulation.

Fig. 2. Fabrication process for the piezoresistive UNCD cantilevers.
(a) Beam formation. (b) Metallization. (c) Backside through wafer etch.
(d) Oxide etch/final release.
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Fig. 4. Zoomed-in view of the (top) 2- and (bottom) 3-μm-thick cantilevers.
The top 1-μm layer is boron doped, while the rest of the structure is made
from insulating UNCD, which is required in order to measure the piezoresistive
effect.

Fig. 3. SEMs of the finished UNCD cantilevers. The image on the left shows
the relative dimensions of each cantilever. The SEM images are shown for
3-μm-thick cantilevers.

Hall Effect Measurement System. The sheet resistance of the
undoped UNCD was higher than the measurement limit of
this apparatus, which is 1 MΩ/. Based on the geometry of
the sample and measurement system, we conclude that the
resistivity of the undoped UNCD is higher than 200 Ω · cm.
The resistivity may be much higher than this lower bound as
the typical electrical resistivity for the undoped UNCD synthesized at Advanced Diamond Technologies is above 104 Ω · cm.
This high resistivity of the undoped diamond is expected as
the UNCD is almost entirely sp3 bonded. Using the same
apparatus, the resistivity of the doped UNCD was measured to
be (91.1 ± 0.3) × 10−3 Ω · cm. More rigorous measurements
of the resistivity of the doped UNCD are presented later in
this paper, but at this point, we conclude that the undoped
UNCD has an electrical resistivity that is at least four orders of
magnitude higher than the undoped UNCD. The Raman spectra
of both doped and undoped UNCDs revealed peaks at 1332
and 1560 cm−1 , and the Raman spectra was very similar to the
published Raman spectra on UNCD [16], [30], [31].

In order to pattern the UNCD cantilever structure, the UNCD
layers are etched using reactive ion etching (RIE) with a silicon
dioxide mask and an O2 plasma [Fig. 2(a)]. The 220 nm of Au
sputtered on top of a 10-nm Cr adhesion layer forms an ohmic
contact to diamond [32]. Metal wet etching defines the contact
size and geometry [Fig. 2(b)]. The cantilevers are released
via through-wafer etching from the handle wafer backside
[Fig. 2(c)], followed by a short HF dip to remove any exposed
silicon dioxide [Fig. 2(d)]. About 200 cantilevers can be batch
fabricated on one 100-mm-diameter wafer.
Fig. 3 shows the scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of
the fabricated cantilevers. Each cantilever type is named A, B,
C, or D, followed by a number that gives the cantilever total
thickness. Thus, cantilever “A2” is the “A” design with a 1-μmthick insulating UNCD and a 1-μm-thick conducting UNCD.
The A and B cantilevers are 400 μm long, while the C and D
devices have an overall length of 300 μm. The notch extends
either 1/3 (cantilevers A and C) or 2/3 (B and D designs) of
the total cantilever length, starting at the base. The cantilevers
exhibit a slight curvature due to the intrinsic differential stress
introduced during the growth process. The cantilever upward tip
deflection was about 23 and 16 μm for the 2- and 3-μm-thick
400-μm-long cantilevers, respectively, indicating that the stress
does not significantly change between cantilevers with similar
thicknesses. Fig. 4 shows an SEM of the cantilever sidewall,
where there is a clear distinction between the boron-doped
(upper) and insulating (bottom) UNCD layers. The increased
sidewall roughness is observed due to the tapering of the
sidewall during the RIE etching of diamond. The observed
microstructure is due to the RIE etch and is not indicative of
the nanometer-scale morphology of UNCD. Table I shows the
geometry details and resonant frequencies for the representative
cantilevers. The cantilever spring constant could not be precisely determined from AFM, but it is estimated to be 1–9 N/m
from calculations and from the measured resonant frequency.
In order to fully characterize the cantilevers, we measured the
cantilever electrical resistance during the bending experiments,
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY AND GAUGE FACTOR RESULTS FOR EIGHT CANTILEVER TYPES ALONG WITH
THEIR DIMENSIONS, RESONANT FREQUENCY, AND RESISTANCE

Fig. 5. Schematic showing the experimental setup for piezoresistivity measurements and showing the (a) cantilever deflection setup and (b) cantilever
wiring diagram.

which provided a direct measure of cantilever bending sensitivity. To further characterize the gauge factor, we made
independent measurements of UNCD resistivity using the van
der Pauw structures fabricated alongside the cantilevers and
combined these resistivity measurements with the detailed
electromechanical finite element simulations and data from the
cantilever measurements.
III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
Fig. 5(a) shows the overall experimental setup that is used to
test the cantilever piezoresistive sensitivity, in which cantilever

bending is controlled using a nanopositioner. Each cantilever
is a two-terminal device, and wire bonds are made to the two
metal terminals in ohmic contact with the doped UNCD. The
cantilever resistance R is measured across these terminals, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). Two cantilevers are wired into a Wheatstone
bridge, in close proximity to each other in order to cancel
out the effects of environmental changes and any self-heating
[Fig. 5(b)]. The output signal is amplified 100 times and is
collected by a data acquisition system. While the cantilever chip
position is fixed on the circuit board, a tungsten needle probe
with a 5-μm tip radius is allowed to move in three orthogonal
directions via motorized nanopositioner stages having a 7-nm
resolution. The probe is guided into contact with the cantilever
free end under the microscope. The contact can be verified
through visual inspection and through changes in the output
signal. The location of the probe is measured under a microscope with 150× total magnification. The closed-loop control
of the nanopositioner allows for the cantilever bending to be
carefully controlled to within 50 nm of vertical deflection. The
cantilevers were mounted on a temperature-controlled stage to
measure the temperature dependence of piezoresistivity. The
heater stage was capable of maintaining temperature to within
0.2 ◦ C in the range of 25 ◦ C–200 ◦ C.
The cantilever resistance change was measured from the
Wheatstone bridge voltage output when the applied bridge bias
was 1 V. The probe deflection varied from 6.87 to 68.66 μm
in 13.73-μm increments, except for the first step of 6.87 μm.
Sixty differential voltage measurements were made at each
deflection point in 1-s intervals and were repeated three times
for averaging purposes and for correcting the signal drift. This
procedure was repeated three times, with the probe lifted off
the cantilever surface and brought back into contact between
subsequent trials to establish uncertainty due to the probe
location. While the cantilever resistance could be measured
directly from the metal contacts to the cantilever device, additional analysis and measurements were required to determine
the cantilever gauge factor. The next sections describe the
finite element simulations and electrical resistivity measurements, made independently from the aforementioned cantilever
measurements.
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IV. F INITE E LEMENT S IMULATIONS
From (1), the gauge factor is a function of the cantilever
strain, its initial resistance, and resistance change due to the
applied deformation. The cantilever electrical resistance change
is measured directly at the electrical contacts on the cantilever,
and so this measurement includes both the cantilever and
the electrical contacts. The finite element analysis calculates
the cantilever initial resistance as well as the strain. Separate
structural and electrical models are configured in ANSYS to
determine the strain and the room temperature resistance, respectively. The cantilever and part of the substrate are modeled
in each case, with the bottom and back faces of the anchor
fixed. The cantilever portion consists of two layers having the
properties of the doped and insulating UNCDs and having the
dimensions of the actual devices. In each model, the cantilever
is divided into two regions along the direction of the length of
the cantilever: The “leg” region extends from the fixed substrate
to the length of the notch, while the “tip” area comprises the
rest of the cantilever. Fig. 1(b) shows a typical mesh with 5-μm
element size. The mesh convergence study was performed in
order to obtain accurate results.
In structural simulations, the cantilever substrate is fixed,
and a point load in the form of a known deflection is applied
at the probe location measured from the experimental setup.
The strain in both longitudinal and transverse directions in the
leg and tip regions can then be extracted as volume integrals
within the conductive part of the device. The electrical model
provides values of the initial resistance in both areas of interest
based on the geometry, measured electrical resistivity, and
thermal conductivity reported in the literature [18]. Only the
conductive layer is considered for resistance calculation as the
piezoresistive effect is assumed to come primarily from this part
of the structure.
V. C ANTILEVER D EFLECTION S ENSITIVITY
The cantilever deflection sensitivity S can be defined as
S=

ΔR 1
R δ

(2)

where ΔR is the electrical resistance change relative to the
initial resistance R due to the applied cantilever tip deflection δ.
For small deflections, deflection sensitivity is directly proportional to the stiffness of the cantilever and depends on the
location of the piezoresistor with respect to the neutral axis.
Thus, deflection sensitivity is a strong function of geometry.
The deflection of the cantilever free end was determined
from the measured probe displacement and the measured probecantilever contact point combined with the beam bending
theory [33]. Since the cantilever is not a simple rectangular
beam, the beam bending theory was compared to finite element
analysis to determine the relationship between the location of
the contact between the probe tip and cantilever, the probe
tip motion, and the deflection at the cantilever free end. The
analytical and finite element results agreed to within 1%.
Fig. 6 shows the measured cantilever relative resistance
change as a function of the cantilever end deflection. The

Fig. 6. Relative resistance change as a function of the cantilever end deflection. The deflection sensitivity varies from 0.047 to 0.186 depending on
the cantilever geometry. The latter value is only slightly smaller than that for
standard silicon cantilevers.

resistance change is linear over the entire range of deflections,
with the slope corresponding to the deflection sensitivity in the
range of 0.047–0.186 mΩ/Ω per micrometer of deflection. The
sensitivity of similarly sized silicon piezoresistive cantilevers
is about 0.3 mΩ/Ω · μm[6], [7]. The error bars show the uncertainty in voltage measurements due to electrical noise in the
system. Table I summarizes the cantilever deflection sensitivity
results along with the measured geometry, measured cantilever
resonant frequency, and initial resistance data from electrical
finite element simulation for all cantilevers.
The difference in deflection sensitivity values between cantilevers is attributed to the geometry variations. Long cantilevers (A2, A3, B2, and B3) and devices with large notch
(B2, B3, D2, and D3) are softer than the shorter versions with
the same geometry, resulting in lower deflection sensitivity.
Longer cantilevers would however have higher force sensitivity.
In addition, the conductive portion of 3-μm cantilevers is
located farther away from the neutral axis of the device as
compared to 2-μm cantilevers. The doped UNCD layer in the
3-μm cantilevers experience a greater strain than the doped
UNCD layer in the 2-μm cantilevers, which translates to a
larger observed resistance change. Overall, short and thick
cantilevers with a small notch and a piezoresistor restricted to
the top surface of the device are preferred for high deflection
sensitivity. A thinner layer of UNCD would result in even
larger cantilever sensitivity, which could be desired in some
applications. However, the measured sensitivity of the present
devices was large enough to accurately measure the electrical
and piezoresistive properties of the UNCD.
VI. UNCD R ESISTIVITY M EASUREMENTS
The electrical resistivity of UNCD was needed before the
cantilever gauge factor could be analyzed. In order to determine
the UNCD electrical resistivity, we fabricated van der Pauw
structures [34] into the doped UNCD, shown in Fig. 7(a).
These structures were fabricated alongside the cantilevers, on
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Fig. 8. Measured gauge factor for eight cantilever types, with the inset showing the zoomed-in data. The average gauge factor of UNCD is
7.53 ± 0.32.

2-μm devices and (99.7 ± 0.2) × 10−3 Ω · cm for the 3-μm
devices. These values are comparable to those reported in the
literature on polycrystalline and nanocrystalline diamond [35],
[36]. The negative temperature coefficient of resistance may
be due to the increase in carrier concentration resulting from
thermal activation of electrons at higher temperatures.

Fig. 7. (a) Structure used for the van der Pauw resistivity measurements
showing the probe locations and (b) measurement results for (squares) 2- and
(circles) 3-μm UNCD stacks at different temperatures.

the same wafers, and during the same fabrication process. Four
square membranes were fabricated on the wafer, with lateral dimensions ranging in size from 100 to 400 μm. These structures
were fabricated on the same wafers as the cantilevers such that
the layer thicknesses and properties as well as the fabrication
process are identical to that of the cantilevers. Eight resistance
measurements were performed on each structure type. First,
10 μA of current was applied to two contacts, while the voltage drop was measured across the two remaining metal pads.
The same procedure was then repeated with perpendicularly
oriented contacts as well as by switching measurement polarity.
With a 10-μA test current, resistive heating was less than
0.3 μW, which leads to a negligible temperature rise.
The sheet resistance of the UNCD Rs is given by




πRvert
πRhoriz
exp −
+ exp −
=1
(3)
Rs
Rs
where Rvert and Rhoriz are the average resistances between
two vertically and horizontally oriented contacts [34]. The
UNCD electrical resistivity ρ = Rs t, with t being the thickness
of the doped layer measured using SEM. This measurement
was repeated over the temperature range of 25 ◦ C–200 ◦ C to
establish the temperature–resistivity relationship.
Fig. 7(b) shows the measured UNCD electrical resistivity
over the temperature range of 25 ◦ C–200 ◦ C. At 25 ◦ C, the
resistivity of UNCD was (94.1 ± 0.4) × 10−3 Ω · cm for the

VII. G AUGE FACTOR AND P IEZORESISTIVE C OEFFICIENT
While deflection sensitivity depends on cantilever geometry,
the longitudinal gauge factor KL is a material property. Once
this property is known, it can be used to predict the piezoresistive response of a device made from a particular material
and applied to a device of any size or shape. We assume that
transverse deflection is very small since the cantilevers are long,
narrow, and thin. KL is related to the deflection sensitivity of
the cantilever through the longitudinal strain in the leg region
εleg,l and transverse strain in the cantilever free end εtip,t as
KL =

ΔR
ΔR 1
Sδ
=
.
=
R ε
Rleg εleg,l + Rtip εtip,t
ε

(4)

The cantilever gauge factor is calculated from the cantilever
measurements, and the strain is derived from the structural
simulation described earlier. While ΔR and R were directly
measured from the metal contacts fabricated into the cantilever
device, Rleg and Rtip were resolved from these measurements,
combined with the measurements of resistivity and the finite
element simulations.
Fig. 8 shows the gauge factor values calculated for each
cantilever type. The average value is 7.53 ± 0.32, which is
well within the published data for polycrystalline diamond
[19], [21]–[23], [25]. The gauge factor is consistent across
all cantilever types and two layer thicknesses, which supports
the validity of our overall approach in extracting material
properties rather than geometry-specific effects. The error bars
in Fig. 8 show the variation within three measurements on the
same cantilever when the probe was lifted off the surface and
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the electrical resistivity of doped UNCD and its dependence
on temperature. Combining the measurements of cantilever behavior with the measurements of electrical resistivity and finite
element simulations, we have calculated the room temperature
gauge factor of UNCD as 7.53 ± 0.32. Unlike single crystal and
polycrystalline silicon, the temperature coefficient of piezoresistivity for UNCD is close to zero. This type of all-UNCD
microelectromechanical structure could be used in applications
that benefit from the exceptional properties of UNCD, such as
biocompatibility, corrosion resistance, and hardness.
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